Thermodynamic scaling theory, previously applied mainly to small proteins, here analyzes quantitative evolution of the titled functional network giant hub enzymes.
With increasing W, smoothing reduces all variances, but this common factor can be removed by taking variance ratios of species pairs. This procedure was highly effective for the 140aa protein lysozyme c [1] , and it might work well for Syk and its functionally active 182 aa domain SH2-2. In fact, it works far better than one might have expected from We can interpret the Fig. 3 variance ratios as reflecting the differential human/chick changes in the large (peaks) and small (hills) knobs in the protein globular surface, as measured thermodynamically in terms of first-order or second-order conformational changes. Below comparisons show that here the source of the differences is first-order in Chick, so the broad peak in the Human/Chick ratio corresponds to a smoother Chick globule in the SH2 domain.
The satellite variance peaks are displaced from the valley at the center, and show additional smoothing. Their displacement from the center of ~ 20 aa is the typical length for transmembrane protein receptors, with which SYK interacts. The lower/higher W peaks could correspond to shorter/longer correlation lengths at membrane receptor peak/hill configurations.
We were surprised to see the target recognition conserved homology SH2 domain, derived from sequence conservation and Euclidean structural correlations [10] , confirmed so simply in the hydropathic variance profile length scale W ratios, but there is another surprise. The To understand this, we need do only one more case, Mouse/Chicken (Fig. 5) . This recovers Fig.   3 , Hum/Chick, and the common factor is Chicken. This confirms our "guess" above, that
Chicken lacks the first-order KD peaks, while later species, Mouse and Human, have the first order peaks and evolve mainly through small second-order hills. Similarly, the difference between Mouse and Human in Fig. 4 [1] is approached evolutionary telescoping. There may be some similarity to the idea that there are two types of hubs in scale-free protein-protein interaction networks [11, 12] .
We next look at the Src story. The structure of Src [13, 14] (PDB 1FMK) consists of the largely conserved protein-tyrosine domain 267-520, which contains its active and phosphorylation sites between large and small lobes, as in Syk and other kinases, as well as the tandem SH domains SH3 (84-145) and central SH2 (151-248). As in Syk, the central SH2 central domain's function is target recognition. In addition, there is a unique segment (3-83), mentioned in the abstract and text of [13] , but not in its Table 1 , whose function is mysterious. Evolution of Src from chicken to human is profiled in Fig. 6 , using the modern ultraprecise MZ fractal hydropathicity scale [9] .
One would expect most of the evolutionary improvements to be concentrated on target recognition (150-250), as in Syk. Instead they are occurring in the mysterious disordered "unique" region 3-83. What is happening here?
The chicken hydroneutral catalytic tetrad 25HHGG28 is turned into a unique 25HGAGGGA31 human hydroneutral superseptad. (The unbiased probability that such a segment, with 7 out of 7 aa being A, G or H, is roughly ~ 10 -5 .) The stability of histidine makes it the central and most conserved element of many catalytic triads [15] , the most studied examples being SerineHistidine-Aspartate (chymotrypsin) and Cysteine-Histidine-Aspartate. Catalytic triads form a charge-relay network (central His has pKa = 7), and are excellent examples of convergent evolution [15] . What is most remarkable about the unique Src heptad is that it contains only one catalytic His, while adding hydroneutral Ala and Gly. The three amino acids A,G, and H lie near the centers of approximate classical hydropathicity scales, while they are centered almost exactly by the thermodynamically ultraprecise MZ scale [16] .
Replacing the chicken hydroneutral tetrad 25HHGG28 with the 25HGAGGGA31 human hydroneutral superseptad could have two effects. The loss of HH from chicken localizes catalytic effects more in the major protein matrix 267-520, which should improve catalytic specificity [17] . Moreover, the chicken N terminal 3-83 segment is strongly hydrophilic, and it becomes much more stable relative to the C terminal with the human hydroneutral superseptad.
Model molecular simulations with self-assembled anisotropic nanoparticles, which have more than two distinct surfaces, each with different properties, suggest that matched ends would be more active [18] . Alternatively one could use the principle of level sets, discussed earlier, to reach the same conclusion through dynamic synchronization [19] .
There is some similarity in the evolution of the variance roughness of Src to those of Syk. Src also absent most other mammals, and appear to be rare (the Syk cluster is also present in cats, dogs, horses, baboons and orangutans, but not chimpanzees). It is easy to miss this functional evolution using multiple sequence alignments and structural homologies alone.
Because of the striking appearance of the human Syk catalytic octad in cats, dogs and horses, we can use the giant hub to examine the evolutionary genetic effects of the domestication of these species. This question has been much debated with respect to cat and dog intelligence [20] , but here we are asking a different question, the physiological advantages of having a more advanced protein network. We anticipate that dogs are more advanced, because they have been associated with humans for much longer times, but what are the differences between the three species and human Syk molecular structures?
This question is most easily answered with length-dependent variance ratios similar to those shown in Fig. 3 for chick/human. The results for (dog,cat, horse)/human are shown in Fig. 7 . As expected, the dog ratio is closest to human, with cat close by. However, the differences are not uniform. Evolution initially matches the central region, W ~ 50, the half-width of SH2 and SH3, so here dog and cat variance ratios are nearly equal. Both the low and high ends are refined later, and there dog is much closer to human. While these results are consistent with the importance of tandem SH domains [14] , they are much more detailed. According to Fig. 7 , the differences between cat, dog and human are comparatively large at W = 15, but profiles with W =15 similar to Fig. 2 mostly show only very small and widespread differences between cat and dog.
(This is what one would expect as the protein approaches evolution-induced criticality.)
The largest difference is the deletion of 317AlaVal318 from cat to dog in the central hydrophilic hinge (see Fig. 2 ), which makes this hinge more flexible in dog (Fig. 7) .
Bioinformatically based thermodynamic scaling is often ultraprecise [16] . If a simple, costeffective cancer biomarker for early cancer detection (ECD) could be developed, it would enable many cancers to be treated effectively by a combination of known and also cost-effective methods; DeVita has called such a biomarker the Holy Grail of Cancer [21] . At present the leading candidate for such a marker appears to be the 15-mer epitopes selected from 400 aa p53, combined with mucin epitopes in the only large-scale (50,000 patients, hence proven costeffective) clinical studies reported so far [22, 23] . The discovered p53 epitopes are more sensitive for ECD than p53 itself, which is more sensitive than any other protein. They also easily distinguish between diagnosable tumors and undiagnosable early cancer onsets. Because it is precise, thermodynamic scaling has confirmed and explained these biomedical results at the fundamental molecular level [24, 25] .
Thermodynamic scaling is a powerful alternative to molecular methods that use synthetic lattice models as benchmarks [26] . The normal rule (like prefers like), which describes the development of a strong catalytic booster in Syk SH3, has exceptions. Here we found a quite unexpected superhydroneutral booster in the giant hub Src SH3, which has evolved from a catalytic supertetrad interacting with the protein matrix catalytic sites in chickens, to a rare hydroneutral superheptad in humans that enhances target acquisition. There appear to be correlations here, between the two largest kinase interaction networks, and this exceptional hub The value W = 21 corresponds to a membrane length, which is appropriate for signaling globular proteins which interact with transmembrane proteins. The catalytic octad cluster 56-63 is located at the center of SH3 (see annotqations in Fig .2 ). Note the deep hydrophilic hinge near 300, which reduces coupling between the protein kinase and the tandem SH domains. This coupling is called "clamping" in Fig. 3 of [13] . The hinge is deeper with the MZ scale, which is usually more accurate than the KD scale. 
